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ON A HOMOLOGY OF TERNARY GROUPS WITH
APPLICATIONS TO KNOT THEORY
MACIEJ NIEBRZYDOWSKI
Abstract. We define a homology for ternary groups using both associativity
and skew elements. We describe the odd-even construction which yields many
examples of ternary groups. We define the ternary knot group, consider its
homomorphisms into ternary groups, and discuss the applications.
1. Introduction
In this paper we describe a homology of ternary groups as an important exam-
ple of ternary homology developed in [13, 14]. The presence of skew elements in
ternary groups, together with repeated letters in the ternary differentials, leads
to a major simplification and concise formulas. The ternary group of a knot that
we are going to use is a modification of the classical knot group defined using
Dehn presentation. We define it in order to have a structure from which to take
homomorphisms into ternary groups, thus obtaining computable knot invariants.
Ternary groups have a long history, see for example [17] for a thorough introduc-
tion to the subject of n-ary groups. We begin with some preliminary definitions.
Definition 1.1. A ternary groupoid is a non-empty set X equipped with a ternary
operation [ ] : X3 → X. It is denoted by (X, [ ]).
Definition 1.2. We say that a ternary groupoid (X, [ ]) is a ternary semigroup if
the operation [ ] is associative, that is:
[[abc]de] = [a[bcd]e] = [ab[cde]].
Definition 1.3. A ternary quasigroup is a ternary groupoid (X, [ ]) such that for
any quadruple (a, b, c, d) of elements of X satisfying [abc] = d, specification of any
three elements of the quadruple determines the remaining one uniquely.
For a wealth of material on n-ary quasigroups, see [1] and [2].
Definition 1.4. We say that a ternary groupoid (X, [ ]) is a ternary group if it is
both a ternary semigroup and a ternary quasigroup.
Definition 1.5. In a ternary group (X, [ ]), the unique solution x of an equation
[aax] = a is called the skew element and is denoted by a¯.
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Figure 1.
Lemma 1.6 ([6, 8]). In any ternary group (X, [ ]), for all a, b, c ∈ X, the
following equalities hold:
[baa¯] = [ba¯a] = [aa¯b] = [a¯ab] = b,
[abc] = [c¯b¯a¯],
a¯ = a.
Definition 1.7. Let (X, [ ]) be a ternary group. If the operation [ ] can be written
in the form
[x1x2x3] = x1 ◦ x2 ◦ x3,
for some binary group (X, ◦), then we say that (X, [ ]) is derived from (X, ◦), or
that (X, [ ]) is reducible to (X, ◦).
In a ternary group derived from a binary group (X, ◦), the skew element x¯
coincides with the inverse element x−1 in (X, ◦), see [7].
2. The odd-even construction
The fundamental group of the complement of a knot in R3 can be given the
following presentation, called Dehn presentation: generators are assigned to the
regions in the complement of a knot diagram D on a plane, and relations corre-
spond to the crossings and are as in Figure 1. One of the generators, say the one
corresponding to the unbounded region, is set equal to identity. Geometrically,
a generator can be viewed as a loop originating from a fixed point P above the
diagram, piercing a region to which it is assigned, and returning to P through a
region labeled with the identity element. See, for example, [11] for more details
about this presentation.
In [15], we noted that the fundamental group relations between generators
around a crossing can be realized using a ternary operation xyzT = xy−1z. We
see that each generator can be expressed using T and the other three generators
as in Fig. 2. Namely, if x, y, z, w ∈ X are the generators near a crossing, then
w = xyzT , where w and x are assigned to the regions separated by an under-arc,
and x, y and z are taken cyclically.
We will rewrite these relations on the level of ternary groups, but first we will
describe a general method of finding ternary groups in some binary groups. The
following is the motivating example for us. It provides examples of ternary groups
not reducible to binary groups, although, as we can see from Theorem 2.2, every
ternary group embeds in a binary group.
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Example 2.1 ([10]). Let Sn denote the symmetric group on n elements, and let An
be the alternating group. There is a ternary group structure on Sn \An, defined
by [abc] = abc. Here and later in the text, concatenation of letters without the
presence of ternary brackets (as in abc) denotes the binary group multiplication.
In particular, note that the binary identity element is removed.
More generally: let G be a group with the set of generators S, and let v be a
map from the set of words in these generators (and their inverses) to Z2, sending
words of even length to zero, and words of odd length to one. Suppose that this
map is well defined on G, in the sense that if two words w1 and w2 represent the
same group element g ∈ G, then v(w1) = v(w2). If v(w1) = 0, then we call such
a g even, if v(w1) = 1, we say that g is odd (with respect to the generators S).
Then we can construct a ternary group (X, [ ]) as in Example 2.1: take X to be
the set of odd elements of G, and let [abc] = abc be a triple product induced from
G. Then, of course, odd elements are sent to odd elements by [ ], but not by the
binary multiplication. We will call this method of obtaining ternary groups the
odd-even construction. The set H of even elements is also closed with respect to
the ternary product [abc] = abc, but it contains the binary identity 1, is closed
under the binary multiplication, and can be viewed as an ordinary binary group.
The above situation is reflected in the famous “coset theorem” by Post about
the existence of a binary group containing an n-ary group (here stated for ternary
groups).
Theorem 2.2 ([17]). For any ternary group (X, [ ]), there exists a binary group
G and H ✁G, such that G/H ∼= Z2, and
[xyz] = xyz,
for all x, y, z ∈ X. Elements of X can be identified with elements of G that are
not in H.
In this paper we will use examples of ternary groups obtained by the odd-even
construction via group presentations.
Definition 2.3. Let G be an abstract group defined using presentation P =
{S | R}, with the set of generators S and the set of relations R. Suppose that
the relations in R do not change the parity of length of words, so that the parity
3
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map v can be defined on group elements represented by words. To put it differ-
ently, if the relation r ∈ R is written as u = v, for some words u and v, then we
require that the relator uv−1 be of even length. Then, for odd elements g1, g2,
g3 ∈ G represented by words w1, w2, w3 with an odd length, we have a ternary
group product [g1g2g3] = w1w2w3, where w1w2w3 is the concatenation of words.
We will denote this ternary group of odd elements of G (represented by words in
the generators S and their inverses) by O(P ). We write E(P ) for the often used
binary group of even elements of G, with the operation h1h2 = v1v2, for some
words v1 and v2 with even length representing even elements h1 and h2.
Example 2.4. For a knot diagram D, let ΠD denote the Wirtinger knot group
presentation in which generators correspond to the arcs of D and relations are
assigned to crossings and are of the form:
(1) 1 = x−1j xkxjx
−1
i ,
as in Fig. 3. For ΠD the parity map v is well defined, because all the relators
in this presentation have even length. Here E(ΠD) has an important topological
interpretation: it is the fundamental group of the 2-fold cyclic covering of the
complement of the knot in S3 (see [18]). We are however interested in the ternary
group O(ΠD). Note that the relations (1) can be rewritten in a ternary format:
(2) xi = [x¯jxkxj].
The ternary group with presentation TΠD whose generators correspond to the
arcs of D and relations correspond to crossings and are of the form (2) is an
invariant of the knot (up to isomorphism of ternary groups).
Example 2.5. If we consider the braid group Bn with the standard presentation
{σ1, . . . , σn−1 | σiσj = σjσi for |i− j| ≥ 2,
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1 for i = 1, . . . , n− 2},
then again the map v is well defined on elements of Bn, because the relations do
not change the parity of length of words. Therefore, we can take a triple product
of braids with an odd length, thus obtaining a ternary group contained inside Bn.
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We can define a ternary group TBn with presentation
{σ1, . . . , σn−1 | [σiσi+1σi] = [σi+1σiσi+1] for i = 1, . . . , n− 2,
[σiσjδ] = [σjσiδ] and
[δσiσj] = [δσjσi] for |i− j| ≥ 2 and an arbitrary generator δ}.
Here σi corresponds to a crossing between the strings number i and i+1, and σ¯i
corresponds to the opposite crossing. Also note that equalities
[σiσ¯iδ] = [σ¯iσiδ] = [δσiσ¯i] = [δσ¯iσi] = δ
make sense geometrically, but do not need to be added to the set of relations,
because they hold in any ternary group.
Example 2.6. More generally, the odd-even construction works for Artin group
presentations
{x1, . . . , xn | < x1, x2 >
m1,2=< x2, x1 >
m2,1 , . . .
. . . , < xn−1, xn >
mn−1,n=< xn, xn−1 >
mn,n−1},
wheremi,j = mj,i ∈ {2, 3, . . . ,∞}. Here < xi, xj >, for m <∞, is the alternating
product of xi and xj of length m, starting with xi, for example:
< xi, xj >
3= xixjxi.
By convention, if m = ∞, then there is no relation for xi and xj. We can also
define O(P ) for a Coxeter group presentation
P = {x1, . . . , xn | (xixj)
mij = 1},
where mii = 1 and mij ≥ 2 for i 6= j.
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Example 2.7. Finally, we consider the Dehn presentation of the knot group, as-
signed to a knot diagram D. Making one of the generators equal to identity
adds a relation that spoils the parity map v, therefore we take the presentation
without it, and denote it by pi1(D). Then we can consider the ternary group
O(pi1(D)). We note that this minor change in the presentation could have a geo-
metric meaning. Suppose that D is on a disc D2, and a generator corresponds to
a loop going from a point P above D through a given region and returning to P
underneath and outside the disc D2, thus linking itself with the boundary of the
disc. With the ternary product being just the usual multiplication of three loops
up to homotopy, the relations assigned to crossings are satisfied, and none of the
generators corresponds to a trivial loop, see Fig. 4.
More abstractly, we define the ternary knot group as the ternary group with
presentation piT1 (D) whose generators correspond to regions in the complement
of D, and relations are assigned to crossings and are of the form d = [ab¯c] for a
crossing as in Fig. 1. The operation abcT = [ab¯c] satisfies the axioms (3) and
(4) (see [16]), and it follows that the ternary knot group is a knot invariant (see
[15, 13, 14] for more general theory of invariants obtained from ternary algebras
satisfying (3) and (4); in case of virtual knots, see [12]). Analogous ternary
group can be assigned to a broken diagram of a knotted surface (see [4] for the
theory of such diagrams). In this case generators correspond to the regions in the
complement of the projection of the surface in R3, and relations are assigned to
the curves of double points and are as in Fig. 5. Then such a ternary group, up
to isomorphism, is an invariant of Roseman moves.
Remark 2.8. Let G be a group with an odd-even construction. Then we can
consider various notions of action by pairs of even elements on the set of odd
elements, for example: (b1, b2, a) 7→ b1ab2, where b1, b2 are even, and a is odd.
3. Homology of ternary groups
In [13], we defined homology for ternary algebras (X,T ) satisfying two axioms
derived from colorings of regions and the third Reidemeister move, see Fig. 6.
In the Figure, we reversed the direction of taking arguments compared to our
previous papers, to match exactly the conventions used in the literature for the
6
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Dehn presentation. The axioms are:
(3) ∀a,b,c,d∈X (abcT )cdT = {ab(bcdT )T}(bcdT )dT
and
(4) ∀a,b,c,d∈X ab(bcdT )T = a(abcT ){(abcT )cdT}T.
Here we used the notation abcT instead of the bracket notation.
For a ternary group (X, [ ]), and arbitrary elements a, b, c ∈ X, let
abcT = [ab¯c].
As we have already mentioned, such T satisfies the axioms (3) and (4). Now
we define the chain groups. Let Cn(X) = Z〈X
n+2〉 be the free abelian group
generated by (n + 2)-tuples (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) of elements of X, for n ≥ −1,
and let C−2(X) = Z. We will not rewrite here all the differentials defined in
[13], but we will indicate how the simplification for the operation abcT = [ab¯c] is
occuring. For example:
∂3(a, b, c, d, e) = (b, c, d, e) − (a, abcT, (abcT )cdT, {(abcT )cdT}deT )
− (abcT, c, d, e) + (a, b, bcdT, (bcdT )deT )
+ (ab(bcdT )T, bcdT, d, e) − (a, b, c, cdeT )
− (ab{bc(cdeT )T}T, bc(cdeT )T, cdeT, e) + (a, b, c, d)
becomes
∂3(a, b, c, d, e) = (b, c, d, e) − (a, [ab¯c], [[ab¯c]c¯d], [[[ab¯c]c¯d]d¯e])
− ([ab¯c], c, d, e) + (a, b, [bc¯d], [[bc¯d]d¯e])
+ ([ab¯[bc¯d]], [bc¯d], d, e) − (a, b, c, [cd¯e])
− ([ab¯[bc¯[cd¯e]]], [bc¯[cd¯e]], [cd¯e], e) + (a, b, c, d),
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and after simplifications using associativity and the properties of skew elements,
∂3(a, b, c, d, e) = (b, c, d, e) − (a, [ab¯c], [ab¯d], [ab¯e])
− ([ab¯c], c, d, e) + (a, b, [bc¯d], [bc¯e])
+ ([ac¯d], [bc¯d], d, e) − (a, b, c, [cd¯e])
− ([ad¯e], [bd¯e], [cd¯e], e) + (a, b, c, d).
Now we write the general differential ∂n : Cn(X)→ Cn−1(X).
∂n(x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) = (x1, . . . , xn, xn+1)
+
n∑
i=1
(−1)i{([x0x¯ixi+1], [x1x¯ixi+1], . . . , [xi−1x¯ixi+1], xˆi, xi+1, . . . , xn, xn+1)
+ (x0, x1, . . . , xi−1, xˆi, [xi−1x¯ixi+1], . . . , [xi−1x¯ixn], [xi−1x¯ixn+1])}
+ (−1)n+1(x0, x1, . . . , xn),
where xˆi denotes a missing element. We also take
∂−1(x0) = 0,
∂0(x0, x1) = x1 − x0.
Since the homology defined in [14] is really a difference of two differentials, here
too we can separate ∂ into two parts: ∂n = ∂
L
n − ∂
R
n , where
∂Ln (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) = (x1, . . . , xn, xn+1)
+
n∑
i=1
(−1)i([x0x¯ixi+1], [x1x¯ixi+1], . . . , [xi−1x¯ixi+1], xˆi, xi+1, . . . , xn, xn+1),
and
∂Rn (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) = (−1)
n(x0, x1, . . . , xn)
+
n∑
i=1
(−1)i+1(x0, x1, . . . , xi−1, xˆi, [xi−1x¯ixi+1], . . . , [xi−1x¯ixn], [xi−1x¯ixn+1]).
In connection with the third Reidemeister move, the differential of interest is:
∂2(a, b, c, d) =(b, c, d) − ([ab¯c], c, d) − (a, [ab¯c], [ab¯d])
+([ac¯d], [bc¯d], d) + (a, b, [bc¯d])− (a, b, c).
With the operation abcT = [ab¯c], X is a quasigroup, so we can consider the
left, middle and right divisions, denoted by L,M, R as in [14]. For our operation
T , we find that
abcL = [ac¯b],
abcM = [cb¯a],
abcR = [ba¯c].
In [14] we defined a degenerate subcomplex for homology of ternary quasigroups
satisfying (3) and (4), corresponding to the first Reidemeister move. Here we
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recall that in this subcomplex CDn (X) denotes the free abelian group generated
by (n + 2)-tuples x = (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) of elements of X satisfying at least
one of the conditions:
(D1) x contains a, b, abbR on three consecutive coordinates, for some a and
b ∈ X;
(D2) x contains bbaL, b, a on three consecutive coordinates, for some a and
b ∈ X.
For n < 1, we take CDn (X) = 0.
For the operation abcT = [ab¯c], this translates into: CDn (X) is the free abelian
group generated by (n + 2)-tuples x = (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) of elements of X
containing, on three consecutive coordinates, a triple a, b, [ba¯b] or a triple [ba¯b],
b, a, for some a and b ∈ X. Then we have
Theorem 3.1 ([14]).
∂n(C
D
n ) ⊂ C
D
n−1.
Definition 3.2. We consider the quotient complex
(CNn (X), ∂n) = (Cn(X)/C
D
n (X), ∂n),
with induced differential (and the same notation). We define the homology of a
ternary group (X, [ ]) as the homology of this quotient complex, and denote it by
HN
∗
(X).
Of course, the above definition comes more from knot theory, than from alge-
braic considerations.
Using GAP [9], we performed some calculations for presentations of triangle
groups
△(l,m, n) = {a, b, c | a2 = b2 = c2 = (ab)l = (bc)n = (ca)m = 1},
where l, m and n are integers greater than or equal to 2. Note that in this case
E(△(l,m, n)) is known as von Dyck group. Our calculations detected torsion in
HN1 (O(△(l,m, n))) for some triples (l,m, n) in the spherical case (i.e. 1/l+1/m+
1/n > 1) for which O(△(l,m, n)) is finite.
We begin with an explicit example of such ternary group. Consider △(2, 2, 3).
We number its odd elements as follows: 1) c, 2) a, 3) b, 4) a ∗ c ∗ b, 5) b ∗ c ∗ b, 6)
a ∗ b ∗ c. With this numbering, the multiplication cube for O(△(2, 2, 3)) can be
sliced into the following six matrices, each matrix for a fixed first coordinate of
the triple product [x, y, z] = xyz. For example [1, 2, 3] = 4 and [2, 3, 4] = 5.
1yz 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 1 2 3 4 5 6
2 2 1 4 3 6 5
3 5 4 1 6 3 2
4 6 3 2 5 4 1
5 3 6 5 2 1 4
6 4 5 6 1 2 3
2yz 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 1 4 3 6 5
2 1 2 3 4 5 6
3 6 3 2 5 4 1
4 5 4 1 6 3 2
5 4 5 6 1 2 3
6 3 6 5 2 1 4
3yz 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 3 6 5 2 1 4
2 6 3 2 5 4 1
3 1 2 3 4 5 6
4 4 5 6 1 2 3
5 5 4 1 6 3 2
6 2 1 4 3 6 5
9
4yz 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 4 5 6 1 2 3
2 5 4 1 6 3 2
3 2 1 4 3 6 5
4 3 6 5 2 1 4
5 6 3 2 5 4 1
6 1 2 3 4 5 6
5yz 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 5 4 1 6 3 2
2 4 5 6 1 2 3
3 3 6 5 2 1 4
4 2 1 4 3 6 5
5 1 2 3 4 5 6
6 6 3 2 5 4 1
6yz 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 6 3 2 5 4 1
2 3 6 5 2 1 4
3 4 5 6 1 2 3
4 1 2 3 4 5 6
5 2 1 4 3 6 5
6 5 4 1 6 3 2
Note that the skew element operation is as follows: 1¯ = 1, 2¯ = 2, 3¯ = 3, 4¯ = 6,
5¯ = 5, 6¯ = 4. Computer calculations show that for this ternary group
torHN1 (O(△(2, 2, 3))) = Z9.
Here are some other GAP results:
torHN1 (O(△(2, 2, 2))) = 0,
torHN1 (O(△(2, 2, 4))) = Z2 + Z4,
torHN1 (O(△(2, 2, 5))) = Z5 + Z25,
torHN1 (O(△(2, 2, 6))) = Z3 + Z9,
torHN1 (O(△(2, 3, 3))) = Z4.
Note that O(△(2, 2, 2)) has four elements, O(△(2, 2, 4)) has eight, O(△(2, 2, 5))
has ten, and both O(△(2, 2, 6)) and O(△(2, 3, 3)) have twelve elements.
4. Homological invariants of knots
Now we use homomorphisms from ternary knot groups to ternary groups as a
basis for homological invariants of knots. The number of such homomorphisms
to a given ternary group (X, [ ]) is a knot invariant, but it is just the first step on
the way to defining interesting knot invariants. For a comparison to and survey
of invariants obtained from rack/quandle (co)homology, see [5].
Let D be an oriented knot diagram, and let γ : piT (D)→ X denote a homomor-
phism from a ternary knot group to a ternary group (X, [ ]). It gives a coloring
of regions in the complement of the universe of D by assigning a color γ(xi) to a
region corresponding to a generator xi. To such colored D, we can assign a cycle
in HN1 (X) by taking the sum of chains, as in Fig. 7, over all crossings of D. Fig.
8 shows that it really is a cycle: for an incoming edge of a positive crossing, the
pair of colors surrounding it appears in ∂1(a, b, c) with a positive sign, the pairs
corresponding to outgoing edges have a negative sign, so there is a reduction with
terms at the next crossing where the given outgoing edge becomes incoming; the
sign convention ensures that it also works for a negative crossing. We denote such
a cycle by cγ(D).
The homology class represented by cγ(D) is invariant under all Reidemeister
moves. Indeed, the first Reidemeister move contributes (or deletes) a degenerate
cycle (a, b, [ba¯b]) or ([ba¯b], b, a), see Fig. 9. In the second Reidemeister move, be-
cause of the sign convention, the contributions cancel, see Fig. 10. The invariance
10
Figure 7.
Figure 8.
Figure 9.
under the third Reidemeister move follows from the calculation of the boundary
∂(a, b, c, d) and is depicted in Fig. 11.
Example 4.1. The trefoil diagram depicted in Fig. 12 is colored with elements of
ternary group O(△(2, 2, 3)), whose multiplication tables we included earlier. The
cycle assigned to this colored diagram is
(3, 2, 1) + (3, 6, 1) + (3, 4, 1).
It represents Z3 in the homology of O(△(2, 2, 3)).
11
Figure 10.
Figure 11.
Figure 12.
We checked which knots up to 9 crossings have homologically nontrivial col-
orings with O(△(2, 2, 3)) representing torsion elements. All such colorings rep-
resented Z3. We will use the usual knot name from Rolfsen’s table and braid
notation in which we write, for example [1,-2,3] for σ1σ
−1
2
σ3, so the trefoil from
Fig. 12 is written as [1,1,1]. First we write the name, then the braid notation,
after that the number of all colorings, and finally the number of colorings repre-
senting Z3:
31, [ 1, 1, 1 ], 72, 36;
12
74, [ 1, 1, 2, -1, 2, 2, 3, -2, 3 ], 72, 36;
77, [ 1, -2, 1, -2, 3, -2, 3 ], 72, 36;
85, [ 1, 1, 1, -2, 1, 1, 1, -2 ], 72, 36;
815, [ 1, 1, -2, 1, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3 ], 72, 36;
818, [ 1, -2, 1, -2, 1, -2, 1, -2 ], 180, 144;
819, [ 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2 ], 72, 36;
821, [ 1, 1, 1, 2, -1, -1, 2, 2 ], 72, 36;
92, [ 1, 1, 1, 2, -1, 2, 3, -2, 3, 4, -3, 4 ], 72, 36;
94, [ 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, -1, 2, 3, -2, 3 ], 72, 36;
910, [ 1, 1, 2, -1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, -2, 3 ], 72, 36;
911, [ 1, 1, 1, 1, -2, 1, 3, -2, 3 ], 72, 36;
915, [ 1, 1, 1, 2, -1, -3, 2, 4, -3, 4 ], 72, 36;
916, [ 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, -1, 2, 2, 2 ], 72, 36;
917, [ 1, -2, 1, -2, -2, -2, 3, -2, 3 ], 72, 36;
928, [ 1, 1, -2, 1, 3, -2, -2, 3, 3 ], 72, 36;
929, [ 1, -2, -2, 3, -2, 1, -2, 3, -2 ], 72, 36;
934, [ 1, -2, 1, -2, 3, -2, 1, -2, 3 ], 72, 36;
935, [ 1, 1, 2, -1, 2, 2, 3, -2, -2, 4, -3, 2, 4, 3 ], 180, 108;
937, [ 1, 1, -2, 1, 3, -2, -1, -4, 3, -2, 3, -4 ], 180, 72;
938, [ 1, 1, 2, 2, -3, 2, -1, 2, 3, 3, 2 ], 72, 36;
940, [ 1, -2, 1, 3, -2, 1, 3, -2, 3 ], 72, 36;
946, [ 1, -2, 1, -2, 3, 2, -1, 2, 3 ], 180, 72;
947, [ 1, -2, 1, -2, -3, -2, 1, -2, -3 ], 180, 108;
948, [ 1, 1, 2, -1, 2, 1, -3, 2, -1, 2, -3 ], 180, 108.
One could also use cocycle invariants. We define the cohomology groups for the
ternary group homology in a standard dual way, so the cocycles that are useful
for knot invariants are functions
f : X ×X ×X → A,
where A is an abelian group, satisfying the conditions
∀a,b∈X f(a, b, [ba¯b]) = 0,
∀a,b∈X f([ba¯b], b, a) = 0,
and
∀a,b,c,d∈X f(b, c, d) − f([ab¯c], c, d) − f(a, [ab¯c], [ab¯d])
+f([ac¯d], [bc¯d], d) + f(a, b, [bc¯d])− f(a, b, c) = 0.
To define cocycle invariants, in the spirit of [3], we consider the cycles corre-
sponding to all possible colorings of regions of a diagram D with a given ternary
group (X, [ ]), and evaluate a given cocycle from the cohomology of (X, [ ]) on all
these cycles (using the multiplicative notation for the abelian group A). The sum
of these evaluations is in the group ring Z[A] and is an invariant of Reidemeister
moves.
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